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Abstract
It has been suggested that the intelligibility of machine
learning system behavior is an important factor in
ensuring that users can identify that the system has
erred, understand how the system operates and that
thereby they are better able to provide appropriate
feedback to the machine learning system to improve its
accuracy. There has been increasing research into how
to make machine learning intelligible to users without a
background in AI, and it has been shown that providing
explanations of a system's reasoning has many
benefits. In this paper we review recent work in this
area but also point to instances when explanations
might have less desirable effects. Further work is
warranted to understand how best to expose the
reasoning of machine learning systems to improve their
usability.
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Introduction
Systems that rely on knowledge derived from analyzing
data using machine learning algorithms, such as
Clinical Decision Support Systems, or that personalize
themselves to users, such as music recommender
systems, are becoming widely used. While these kinds
of systems are usually fairly reliable, they will make
mistakes. It has been suggested that the intelligibility
of a machine learning system's behavior is an
important factor in ensuring that users can identify that
the system has erred, understand how the system
operates so that they are able to provide appropriate
feedback to the machine learning system to improve its
accuracy. We review some work in this area but also
highlight instances when explaining the system's
reasoning can be problematic.

Making Machine Learning Intelligible
In the past, machine learning systems have not made
their reasoning transparent to users but this is starting
to change [6, 5]. Explaining the system's behavior to
increase its intelligibility has been shown to have many
benefits, including increased understanding of how a
machine learning system operates [8, 11, 4, 7, 13],
improved interactive feedback to machine learning
systems [9, 16], and better user satisfaction, usability
and trust in the system’s suggestions [2, 15, 3].
Previous work has suggested what to explain, such as
inputs, outputs, and the model underlying the system's
reasoning [16, 12, 11]. This can be achieved through a

number of explanation types (e.g. covering questions
such as What? Why? Why Not? What If? How to?) [12].
Similarly, there has been research to determine how to
explain the system's reasoning best [9], establishing
principles for "explanatory debugging" in terms of
explainability (Be iterative. Be sound. Be complete.
Don’t overwhelm.) and correctability (Be actionable. Be
reversible. Always honor feedback. Incremental
changes matter.). It has also been investigated how
much to explain [8], showing that in some situations
comprehensive explanations about inputs can be traded
off against aligning soundly with the underlying
machine learning model.

Explanations Considered Harmful: A Study
Previous research has shown that users do not always
know how reliable an intelligent system is, and their
trust might be misplaced [10]. This can result in misuse
of the system through over-reliance on the system (i.e.
the user agrees with incorrect system suggestions) or
disuse (i.e. the user does not follow correct
suggestions) [14]. Explanations can possibly compound
over-reliance because they can increase user trust in
the system's reliability [7], and thus cause users to
trust a system when inappropriate. Our recent work [1]
has started to investigate the effects of intelligent
system explanations on misuse and disuse. We provide
an overview of the study and results here, and discuss
the implications of this work on future research
directions.

Figure 1: The prototype. The participants entered case details into the prototype for the system to make a suggested diagnosis.

We developed a Clinical Decision Support System
(CDSS) prototype within an EU-funded project
(http://www.embalance.eu/) which supports primary
care physicians to diagnose and treat balance
disorders. In our study, we used a Wizard-of-Oz
approach in which the behavior of the mocked-up
prototype was controlled by the researcher, unbeknown
to the participant (Figure 1). In order to simulate the
experience of diagnosing patients with balance-related
complaints, we created eight clinical cases. Each clinical
case described a fictitious patient's age and gender,
their medical history, symptoms, and the results of four
clinical examinations. We adapted several aspects in
the prototype to investigate explanations and their
effects on reliance (Figure 2): the correctness of the
diagnosis (4 correct diagnoses and 4 incorrect ones),
the confidence of the system in the diagnosis shown to
the user (4 high and 4 low), and the extent of the
explanations given to the user (Comprehensive or

Selective). We counter-balanced correctness and
confidence across the 8 cases. Participants either were
shown Comprehensive or Selective explanations in a
between-group study design; four participants viewed
Comprehensive explanations while three used Selective
ones. Each participant was asked to consider all eight
cases; one participant was only able to complete four.
This resulted in a total of 52 cases considered
altogether: 28 by the Comprehensive group and 24 by
the Selective group. All participants were primary care
physicians or healthcare professionals with an average
of 6.5 years experience.
Our results showed that participants in the
Comprehensive group agreed with more suggestions
than the Selective Group, and also seemed to agree
with more incorrect ones (Figure 3, red checkmarks).
Thus, a larger amount of information presented in the
explanation seemed to matter in agreeing with

Figure 2: The Comprehensive version (left) provided an explanation that showed all inputs associated with a diagnosis, whereas
the Selective version (right) showed only inputs from examinations. We also manipulated the correctness of the diagnosis and
the system certainty.

incorrect suggestions, i.e. participants misused system
suggestions. A possible reason for this over-reliance
was that the participants receiving Comprehensive
explanations were exposed to additional justifications,
persuading them to go along with the system even
though they knew that the system sometimes erred.
The verbalizations of participants show the persuasive
nature of the Comprehensive explanation, disregarding
their own diagnostic hypothesis and agreeing with an
incorrect suggestion: "I guess this thing knows more
than me. The system knows more than me. I'll accept
[the diagnosis]." [C02]
On the other hand, nearly one third of the decisions
made by the Selective group were disagreements,
including three with correctly suggested diagnoses
(Figure 3, red crosses). This suggests that showing less

Figure 3: Number of agreements (top) and disagreements
(bottom). Incorrect decisions made by participants are shown
in red.

information in the explanations caused unwarranted
self-reliance, that is, if not given enough information a
user may choose to rely on their own limited knowledge
rather than that of a CDSS.
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Discussion and Conclusion
Although our study was small, our results provide
preliminary results of unintentional and possibly
harmful effects of explanations in machine learning
systems. First, our results indicate that explanations
have effects on reliance: a more detailed explanation
may promote over-reliance but without providing
explanations there is a danger that users will rely too
much on themselves. More work is needed to establish
the impact of explanations on reliance. Second, our
findings also indicate explanations' complex effects on a
user's trust in a CDSS. Because CDSS users who trust
the system highly are also likely to over-rely on the
system's suggestions, explanations need to be designed
so as to carefully instill appropriate trust. We are
interested in discussing work that can lead to
intelligible and usable machine learning systems.
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